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Oy, Oy, Oy. What is going to be with you, 
my fellow Jews in England? How are you 
going to survive the coming huge 
catastrophes that are going to almost 
destroy the whole world? Open your eyes 
and see the warnings Hashem is giving to 
you, very similar to the warnings the 
peoples of the world received before the 
Mabul! Look around you and realize that 

the most terrible so-called natural disasters are happening daily all over the 
world. Whether it be horrendously cold snowy weather with drifts of snow 
over two meters, sometimes three meters high and the temperatures 
plunging way below zero Fahrenheit. All over the world there are 
downpours of rain that wash away the crops. There are massive die-offs of 
fish worldwide, hundreds and thousands of fish piling up miles long on 
beaches all over the world. There are massive attacks of lightening, that 
while lightening is dangerous it lately has been killing hundreds of people 
around the globe. Volcanoes have been exploding above the water and 
under the ocean, especially the Pacific Ocean, causing islands to form from 
the lava that has cooled off and accumulated. Meteorites of all sizes have 
miraculously blown up entering the earth’s atmosphere without harming 
anyone. According to all scientists the north pole and the south pole are 
moving and north is no longer north as it once was and south isn't south as 
it once was, causing total confusion in the seasons! Some countries are 
suffering more and some countries are suffering less. However, these 
changes have caused huge crop failures all over the world and has also 
caused many animals that people depend on for food, to die. 
 
Don’t forget, my English Jewish brethren, that England is only a little island 
in a vast ocean. You are very close to the north pole and the north pole is 
melting at a rapid pace. What I am telling you is not new. Scientists have 
lately been talking about how dangerous it is that the north pole is melting 
at such a fast rate causing the oceans to rise and probably eventually 
causing the American cost line to be very much under water. For sure 
England will be suffering very much because you are only tiny in 
comparison to places like the United States and Canada and you might find 
yourself surrounded by water without a place to go. If you don’t believe me 
you can check it out. What I am telling you is only a small part of the 
warnings that Hakadosh Boruch Hu is showing us.  
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Clearly there is one other huge threat at this moment and that is war! The 
Third World War is about to begin. It shouldn’t last very long but will wreak 
huge destruction all over the world. Interestingly enough so many countries 
are threatening each other with the most powerful weapons of destruction 
and yet in our world most people ignore it as if life was moving on as usual 
with no fears and no problems.  
 
Wake up, my fellow English Jews! You are living in an imaginary world. 
Hashem is warning us very clearly. It is time to pack up and leave that 
infamous island once called Great Britain. You may have had up until now 
an easy life there but the Goyim have already started to turn against you 
with the infamous hatred that they have in their hearts for Yidden and their 
Yiddishkeit. 
 
England, by a huge miracle, once ruled the world and that alone was an 
unbelievable Ness. A small island with comparatively small population 
actually ruled the world. However, England is finished! It will probably sink 
into the water and disappear. We are looking at an ominous future 
altogether in the world. Very soon there will be drastic financial difficulties. 
Everywhere there will be shortages of food because of the strange 
destructive weather. Money will be scarce and the demands of the Jewish 
community to abandon their tradition will be overwhelming in all countries 
of the world including Britain. The Jews of France have gotten the 
message. There has been a big Aliya from France. They understood when 
violence against their Yiddishkeit began knocking at their door so-to-speak, 
after a few Korbonos in the Jewish community, many realized that it is time 
to leave. Almost all came to Israel. 
 
All of this is written in the Nevuas. It is nothing new. I suggest that before it 
happens, you take your families and relocate to Eretz Yisroel, not Medinas 
Yisroel - Eretz Yisroel and know that while Eretz Yisroel is now being 
occupied by a place called Medinas Yisroel it will be the safest place on 
earth to be in the very near future. 
 
All of the countries of the world are getting ready for war with the most 
horrendous weapons ever produced. We know from the Nevuas that two 
thirds of the world will be destroyed but not Eretz Yisroel. The government 
in Medinas Yisroel are Reshoim! They are not in any way trying to save 
Yiddishkeit, the Jewish religion, and the Mesorah. They are trying to do the 
opposite which is to destroy Judaism altogether. Still, the safest place will 
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be Eretz Yisroel. I have only told you a small part of the dangerous 
happenings in the world. If you don’t believe me, look it up in the Seforim 
and look up what actually is going on in the world, and you will see for 
yourselves the truth of what I have told you. 
 
Come now while you can put the money together and remind yourself that 
you are not coming to Medinas Yisroel you’re coming to Eretz Yisroel. Don’t 
worry, we have a promise from Hashem that the land of Israel will be the 
safest place in the whole world. Am Yisroel, my fellow Jews, the time has 
come. Moshiach is here but he has not yet been revealed. Make an effort 
to save yourself and your families and prove to Hakadosh Boruch Hu that 
you are worth saving. 
 
Soon all true Jews will be forced to leave England because of the law that 
they want to pass forcing all schools to teach things that are absolutely 
forbidden by the Torah. I am sure many Jews are just waiting and hoping 
the law won’t be passed. However, if it is passed then you must leave 
England without a question, unless you feel that even if it passes somehow 
you can get around it. However, you won’t be able to avoid it this time. They 
want to destroy Yiddishkeit! They won’t let you do what you want! The true 
Jew will know that he has no choice but to leave England. But where is he 
going to go? America the United States is doing the same thing. Europe is 
dangerous even physically. So where are you going to go? Really there is 
no place to go only to Eretz Yisroel. Very soon there will be a big change 
and the State of Israel will be replaced by Eretz Yisroel and the Bais 
Hamikdosh and Moshiach! 
 
But you have to do Teshuva if you want to be saved. Which means the 
Jewish community in England, which was once very strong in their 
Yiddishkeit, for the last years has gone down very much. The outside world 
has broken the barriers that the generations before had put up to make 
sure that the community wouldn’t be destroyed by intermarriage and the 
infatuation with the Gashmius. Just like all the Jewish communities of the 
world, the English Jews have been infiltrated by the worst gadgets like 
iPhones etc. that have bombarded the world and has caused a tremendous 
lowering of the level of Yiddishkeit in England and in the world including 
Medinas Yisroel.  
 
This is something preplanned by the leaders of the world to kill off 
Yiddishkeit with the best of weapons the iPhones, internet, TV, etc. that 
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can bring the filth of the world almost straight into the minds of the victims 
without them even having to go to a play or a concert or a movie etc. The 
victim can sit in his armchair and roam the world on every subject no matter 
how horrific and be influenced by all the Schmutz in existence. It is very 
hard to take out of your mind the images and the information that is mostly 
decadent once you have seen it, read it, or heard descriptions of the most 
vile distortions that are against the Torah completely.  
 
Am Yisroel you have to give all these things up and come now to Eretz 
Yisroel. You will get off the plane in what is called Medinas Yisroel but once 
there you have to close yourself off as much as possible from what is called 
the State of Israel and rediscover and live by our eternal Torah. Get rid of 
your horrific toys that are destroying your mind and your Neshoma and 
come back to Eretz Yisroel and be part of recreating the promised land as 
it was supposed to be and have the Zechus and merit to be Zoche to greet 
Moshiach Tzidkainu and be Makriv the Korbonos in the Bais Hamikdosh.  
 
 
 
 

 

 


